Glossary

Ampere - The unit of measurement of electrical current produced in a circuit by 1 volt acting through a resistance of 1 Ohm.

British thermal unit (Btu) - The quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of 1 pound of liquid water by 1 degree Fahrenheit at the temperature at which water has its greatest density (approximately 39 degrees Fahrenheit).

Cooling degree-day (CDD) - A measure of how warm a location is over a period of time relative to a base temperature, most commonly specified as 65 degrees Fahrenheit. The measure is computed for each day by subtracting the base temperature (65 degrees) from the average of the day's high and low temperatures, with negative values set equal to zero. Each day's cooling degree-days are summed to create a cooling degree-day measure for a specified reference period. Cooling degree-days are used in energy analysis as an indicator of air conditioning energy requirements or use.

Kilowatt - A common metric unit of power, equivalent to 1000 watts.

Heating Degree Day (HDD) – A measure of how cold a location is over a period of time relative to a base temperature, most commonly specified as 65 degrees Fahrenheit. The measure is computed for each day by subtracting the average of the day's high and low temperatures from the base temperature (65 degrees), with negative values set equal to zero. Each day's heating degree-days are summed to create a heating degree-day measure for a specified reference period. Heating degree-days are used in energy analysis as an indicator of space heating energy requirements or use.

ITS – The Department of Information Technology Services.

PAC – President’s Advisory Council

Set-Point – A guideline that is established to control the internal temperature of a building. The federal government recommended guidelines for heating and cooling is 68 degrees in the winter, and 78 degrees in the summer. The estimated dollar savings per 1 degree change in set-points is 5%.

Therm - A commercial unit of heat energy. One therm is equal to 100,000 Btu.

Volt - The International System of Units (SI) of electric potential or electromotive force.

Watt – The unit of electrical power equal to one ampere under a pressure of one volt. A watt is equal to 1/746 horsepower.

Source – Energy Information Administration
Natural gas readings were delayed in January which resulted in a billing period of 40 days in comparison to the average period of 30. Weather data also reflected that there was a 126% increase in heating degree days (565) in comparison to the January 07 billing period (250).
Gas Usage Patterns

**Therm Consumption to GSF 10 Year Comparison**

*Note: Therms are displayed in abbreviation of billions*
As with electricity, the University of West Georgia’s gas consumption is somewhat dependent on weather. While gas has many applications on the campus, such as for water heating, much of the gas used at UWG is for space conditioning.

This graph below shows that during the winter months, when outside temperatures are lowest, UWG’s consumption of gas is highest.

Similar to cooling degree days, there is also a measure which relates heating requirements to outside temperature. This measure is “heating degree days,” or HDDs. The graph also illustrates how months having more HDDs also have higher gas consumption.

For a variety of reasons, gas usage cannot be estimated using HDDs in the same manner in which CDDs can be used to project electric usage:

- Many months experience zero HDDs
- To maintain proper humidity, air to buildings may require reheating even though air conditioning is being operated, particularly in the spring and fall, thereby increasing gas usage
- Internal heat sources that require additional air conditioning, e.g. lighting and computers, also reduce the amount of heating required

Therefore, even though gas usage tends to increase with lower temperatures, the relationship is not linear, nor is it as stable as the relationship between outside temperature and electricity usage.
January electricity consumption decreased by 180,854 kWh (7.77%) in comparison to the previous year. In addition to increases in fall enrollment (5%), student housing (4.5%), and staffing (1.5%), weather data also reflected that cooling degree days were higher in January (6) in comparison to the same period the previous year (3).
Adjusting Electric Usage for Comparisons

Electric usage to historical data is monitored to determine if energy efficiency measures are being effective and to identify sudden increases in usage. However, direct comparisons to previous months and years are not always adequate because of:

- differences in weather conditions
- the number of days over which bills are calculated
- campus expansions which require additional electricity

*Note: kWh are displayed in abbreviation of billions*
A cooling degree day is a unit which relates a day’s temperatures to that day’s energy demands for air conditioning.

A building’s “balance point” is the temperature at which air conditioning is turned on.

CDDs are calculated by subtracting a building’s balance point (UWG’s balance point is 60 °F) from a day’s average outside temperature. For example, if the day’s high is 90°F and the day’s low is 70°F, the day’s average is 80°F. Eighty minus 60 is 20 CDDs.

Cooling degree days can be used to compare the current summer to past summers and to “normalize” energy consumption data.

The greater the internal heat sources, the lower the balance point, that is, the lower the temperature at which air conditioning is turned on. Home air conditioners are typically turned on at outside temperatures of about 70°F. However, classroom buildings have large internal heat sources from lights, electrical equipment such as computers, and people, requiring air conditioning at lower outside temperatures.

The University’s electricity consumption is dependent on weather for many months of the year. Air conditioning and fans represent a major use of electricity, so higher temperatures are likely to result in greater electric usage and higher electric bills.

The graph at the left illustrates the relationship between Cooling Degree Days and kWh usage for FY 2007.
Long before the drought crisis of 2007, UWG began an intensive examination of water usage and many initiatives were implemented that continue to serve the university well as responsible stewards of natural resources.

As early as 2000, UWG retro-fitted water-saving (low pressure) shower heads in the existing residence halls and installed new shower heads in all new residence facilities. In addition, training sessions on common sense use of water were conducted with custodial and maintenance personnel and daily maintenance of all facilities includes inspection for proper operation and immediate repair where water loss might occur.

In response to Governor Purdue’s executive order for a 10-15% reduction in October 2007, UWG implemented additional consumption saving initiatives that included discontinuing the washing of state fleet vehicles, shutting down the greenhouse watering mist system, postponing all scheduled landscaping projects, suspending all campus-wide irrigation systems including athletic fields, distribution of educational information to the campus community, reducing the hours of operation of the dish machine and food disposal in food services, and turning off both campus fountains. The results of these initiatives produced an initial consumption savings in November of 39.5% in comparison to October and 41% reduction in comparison to November 2006. The current YTD consumption savings is 7.1% when comparing to the first seven months of FY 07.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Gallons</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Sewage</th>
<th>Garbage</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY 08</td>
<td>4,430</td>
<td>3,322,500</td>
<td>$13,080.39</td>
<td>$10,920.27</td>
<td>$4,509.00</td>
<td>$28,509.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 07</td>
<td>5,883</td>
<td>4,412,250</td>
<td>$16,408.46</td>
<td>$12,676.00</td>
<td>$4,621.00</td>
<td>$33,705.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 06</td>
<td>5,127</td>
<td>3,845,250</td>
<td>$13,560.63</td>
<td>$12,294.09</td>
<td>$3,983.00</td>
<td>$29,837.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>